think buyers

think, what it would be like, to see all supplier catalogues at work, as easily
as online at home.

Well with think you can.
think is an easy to use online buying platform, for any size organisation.
think provides access to supplier catalogues, using an easy and intuitive
online experience, via any device.
like being at home and paying for goods online.
All this at a lower cost, to provide time and cost efﬁciencies,for your
business.

think how good that would be?

BUYER ADVANTAGES
No licence or maintenance fees | Rapid search results under 1 second |
Minimal deployment costs | Order consolidation | Payment risk reduction |
Business process alignment | Compliance | Negligible training required |
Data cleansing | Contracted price protection

“think ensures that searching on a broad range of catalogues, suppliers and
service providers is extremely fast. Most searches are returned in less than
1 second and are relevant to the search terms used”.

EFFICIENCY
Simple accounts payable | Electronic purchase order delivery | Simple
goods receipting | Financial approvals inbuilt | Buying policies embedded |
Reduction of back ofﬁce costs | 3 way auto matching | Business
intelligence & analytics | Catalogue management | Multi tenant solution
including end to end travel & expense

“think acknowledges that transactional suppliers as a group are integral for
any organisation to function. However, the cost to manage and pay these
suppliers is disproportional to the spend. In fact the cost to manage this
spend can be as much as 80% of the accounts payable team, whilst the
spend might be as little as 5% of the overall expenditure”.

PAYMENTS
Invoices matched automatically to purchase order & ERP | Payments
generated automatically, including partial payment | Finance terms
available to buyer on early payment to supplier | Improved cash ﬂow
management with ﬁnance terms | Reduce red tape | Remove duplicate
payments | Consolidate orders & lower costs
“think’s payment engine combined with think’s procurement platform
enables procurement and ﬁnance to understand exactly what the cash ﬂow
requirements of the business are at the present time. Finance has the
power to override standard procurement policies in situations where
spending needs to be controlled. Rather than stopping spending
completely, think gives ﬁnance the ability to control spending where
required by making their approval necessary on each transaction.”

MOBILITY
Cloud based - always available | Full functionality on any device |
Complete transactions on the go - can access from anywhere

“think recognises the needs of organisations that have BYOD strategies
or a wide range of 'access' technologies as part of their SOE. think
continues to be at the forefront of technology innovation. This
innovation has enabled think's customers, both buyers and suppliers to
access think from the widest possible platforms, both hardware and
browser environments. This increases productivity and maximises the
possibility for savings for our customers”.

SECURITY
PCI level 1 compliant | Total encryption of all security data | Data
always available | Talks securely to your ﬁnance system | Secure
user log in | Admin rights to conﬁgure your organisational users |
Infrastructure security | Organisational security | Application
security

“think invests heavily in security standards. think's security framework
ensures the highest industry standards are met to manage the think
infrastructure whilst implementing organisational policies, which
exceed those of our customers because we go beyond those
standards”.
“Achieve best practice across all your procurement spend by deploying think”.

The engine behind the world’s best buying organisations.
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